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1.0 Summary
The following outlines the feasibility and readiness level of deploying a 1 MW VIA™ enabled
community microgrid to be used by the Town of Poolesville (municipality, citizens and
businesses). The scope of this document addresses the feasibility of a microgrid and details the
associated activities relevant for its execution.
The study considers a microgrid system larger than the Town’s municipal need and outlines the
impact of the additional benefits for citizens and businesses of the town. This consideration was
developed as a consequence of grants and financial backing sought and earned by Green
Turnkey Inc.
Table 1.1 outlines that the proposed solar microgrid is feasible. The feasibility is measured in the
following four parameters: demand need, land control, permission, and off-take agreement(s).
Table 1.1:

Feasibility of Solar Microgrid for Poolesville

Measures

Response

Demand need

Currently, 80% of the town-controlled operations are met by an
existing facility. In order for the Town to meet its 100% carbon free
goal and to provide green and lower energy costs benefits to its
citizens and businesses, a larger facility is required.

Land Control

The Town has shared 2.25 acres of land available for solar over three
parcels. Additional land is available if needed.

Permissions

The Town & Potomac Edison will provide permits to operate and build
at minimal costs.

Off-take Agreement(s)

The Town & community will be afforded lower cost of electricity
through either a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) or an equipment
lease agreement.

Table 1.2 describes the readiness level of the solar microgrid facility. Three conditions were used
to assess if the current situation met the desired situation. The Gap Analysis therefore detailed
the Action Plan necessary to make the Current Situation meet the Desired Situation. Table 1.2
requires a development, an EPC agreement,
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Table 1.2:

Readiness level of Solar Microgrid Poolesville
Gap Analysis

Desired Situation

Current Situation

Action Plan

1. No “out of
pocket”
payment

●
●
●

Poolesville awarded grants
Support of Green Bank
Several interested financial
partners

●
●

Execute development agreement
for Poolesville and GT/OTC
GT/OTC secures finances for
project

2. Low-cost
electricity

●
●

Poolesville accepted grants
Support of Green Bank

●
●

Execute EPC agreement
Execute O&M agreement

3. Notice to
Proceed

●
●

Identified land
Defined local process for NTP

●
●
●

Execute offtake agreement
Secure permissions
Secure land lease

No “out of pocket” payment. In order to provide a system with no out of pocket costs, Green
Turnkey must provide the Town access to grant subsidies and financial relationships. To do so,
Green Turnkey must have standing as a developer of the project. Further, Green Turnkey and
its partners will then secure financing for the project.
Low cost electricity. To ensure that the cost of the electricity is lower than and remains lower
than current energy costs, Green Turnkey or one of its partners will need to act as the exclusive
builder and O&M contractor to the project.
Notice to Proceed. In order to begin building, several items are required to be completed. These
are engineering, permitting, financing, and related pre-construction activities. Once all of these
items are completed, the project will be given the Notice to Proceed status. The developers will
then procure equipment and install it on site. From here, the system will seek Permission to
Operate. At this stage, the facility will generate electricity as needed.
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2.0 Background
The Maryland Energy Administration (MEA) is keen to advance the state's energy goals in
innovative ways while also being responsive to evolving energy issues and engaging a broad
range of stakeholders. The proposed Town of Poolesville (the “Town”) Community Microgrid
project serves as a model for other municipalities to follow suit when seeking the best use of
available land for power generation and community empowerment. Municipal bodies are tasked
with contributing to the County’s carbon reduction goals whenever possible. Project Manager,
Khalid Malik, has been a member of the climate action team since 2019.
Figure 2.1:

Depiction of Montgomery County’s Climate Goals into 2040.

Participation in the Resilient Maryland Program created an opportunity for the Town to leverage
state funding that would not ordinarily be available through traditional resources. Without these
project planning and design resources, the likelihood of exploring options towards energy saving
improvements may not be possible.
The impetus for developing a scalable and replicable microgrid model centered around the Town’s
street lighting conversion dilemma. Upgrading post-top heads with LED was a priority project that
had been deferred due to budgetary and regulatory constraints. These conditions allowed a
limited amount of work to be undertaken in phases over an extended period of time. Utility provider
technical requirements presented a significant challenge for the Town. Before the Town could
receive a reduced billing rate, lighting system wiring must conform to current utility standards.
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Further, in order to participate in the EMPower Maryland energy savings incentive program, the
Town-owned streetlights would require metered circuits for proper Tariff rescheduling. Initially, the
utility expected the Town to absorb the cost-prohibitive measures associated with meeting NEC
wiring code on all poles in addition to installing meters on all circuits. So, the strategy focused on
three (3) distributed energy resource configurations: a) Single pole replacement with PV
application; b) establishing a “nano-grid” solution described as a network of miniature PV systems
with battery storage for each circuit requiring the modification of transformers; and c) a virtual netmetering solution. It was determined early on in our preliminary assessment that option 1 was
cost-prohibitive due to the capital-intensive nature of acquiring advanced technology for (663)
poles without large subsidy. Prior to the project planning committee/taskforce investigating option
2 - in an unexpected turn of events - the utility regulator changed its position on wiring and
metering conditions making street lighting conversion more feasible. However, participation in the
rebate program would take a different approach not covered in this report. Removal of wiring and
metering conditions narrowed the list of viable community-scale microgrid options down to the
third alternative, virtual net-metering.
There are three main components/elements to achieving a virtual net-metering solution:
1. identifying suitable land/property within the Town’s jurisdiction/control,
2. locating closest interconnection point with sufficient distributed generation capacity
on circuit and
3. finding qualified off takers or utility service accounts for offset.
The working group decided to select Hoewing Park
located on the Budd Road site as the primary
candidate out of available locations throughout
Town limits1. Hoewing Park, located on Budd Road,
is currently zoned for recreational use. The 2.25acre land is situated around a well house/pump
station, with open space for soccer field activities.
According to interconnection pre-application
results, the utility representative determined
availability of three phase power interconnection
onsite from existing Voltage: 12.5kV; with power
generation capacity: Current DG on circuit:
1540kW. Rezoning will be required, and an
interconnection application will be required. Using
the VIA™ technology will require use of
approximately 1.2 acres of land.

1

Figure 2.2:

Budd Road Sitemap

Alternative site location: 17012 Tom Fox Ave Retention Pond with 3-phase power onsite next
to John Poole Middle School.
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As shown in Table 2.1, the Town’s annual consumption of electricity is 1,407,450 kWhs. The 1.4
million kWh is currently offset by more than 80% through an existing 1.13 MW solar system
located next to the Town’s Wastewater Treatment Facility. This existing PV operation was
designed to net-meter specific accounts not to include the Town’s streetlight account.
Table 2.1:

Town of Poolesville Aggregated kWh Data 2021 (34 meters @ Potomac Edison)

In order to achieve 100% offset, a facility approximately 20% the size of the 1.13 MW solar
facility in existence. The minimum solar facility will need to be approximately 226 kW.
Additionally, Green Turnkey Inc partner GEMM COMM and sought and received a Maryland
grant for LMI-PPA community solar. As a result, the Town of Poolesville has the opportunity to
establish a community solar facility for the citizens and businesses within Poolesville.
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3.0 Community Microgrid
In Figure 3.1, Optimal proposes to establish a primary AC Bus and secondary using both
distribution lines and direct interconnection for some facilities. The structure of the proposal can
allow specific areas to maintain resiliency as long as it is either directly connected to or proximate
to the energy generating and storage facilities.

Figure 3.1:

Block Diagram of Proposed Microgrid Structure for Poolesville

The microgrid controller communicates with the power relay, the solar inverters, and the battery
management system. This helps to manage the flow of energy from sources to the power loads.
The loads include street lights, municipal buildings and a community solar option. The Town of
Poolesville will decide which sources and loads will be a part of the final scheme. Please note
that Green Turnkey and partner GEMM COMM have won grant money which can aid in the
development of the community microgrid.
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4.0

Summary of Existing & Proposed Energy
Reduction Strategy

The GT/OTC team proposes to use a dual tiered approach to reduce the cost of electricity for the
streetlights by up to 77%. Approach 1: Utilize energy efficiency to help reduce the amount of
electricity used (kWh). Approach 2: Utilize renewable energy to help reduce the cost of the energy
used ($/kWh). Figure 4.1 illustrates the dual tier approach.

Figure 4.1:

Dual Tier Approach at Reducing Cost of Electricity

4.1 Dual Tiered Approach to the Reduction of Electrical
Consumption & Cost
Consumption reduction (kWh). In Table 4.1, the Town of Poolesville consumes just over $50K per
year powering its streetlights. As shown in Table 4.2, the use of LED streetlights can reduce
energy consumption by 68%. Further cost reductions can be delivered through use of a microgrid
solar facility.
Cost Reduction ($/kWh). This project will also deliver up to 30% reduction in the cost of
electricity. The resulting energy bill is estimated to be 28% of the original annual cost of approx.
$50,792K. This provides a savings of approx. $36,350K per year to the Town of Poolesville.
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Table 4.1:

Current electricity usage of streetlights in Poolesville

Table 4.2:

Proposed electricity usage of streetlights in Poolesville
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5.0 Project design
The Microgrid was design to provide low-cost energy and resiliency for the Town and its
stakeholders. It was determined through use of the Helioscope™ production report that a 1MW
system would provide adequate energy to power Poolesville operations and its community.

5.1 Solar Power Plant Discussion
A Helioscope™ production report (Appendix 4) was generated to help understand electricity
production from the average solar irradiation at the site’s geolocation. The project address is
16825 Budd Road. Please note that the helioscope does not consider a full 1 MW but a 383.7 kW
system. The system production estimate is 541.7MWh annually.
Solar radiation is lowered through air mass, soiling, and diffusion. It is important to note that the
Helioscope™ engine is built on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (“NREL”) database
and algorithms. NREL provides data that was developed from 30 years of geospatial solar energy
data, analysis of solar panels, understanding of various environmental and system
conditions which reduce the efficiency of
output. Therefore, we are able to
understand that the monthly production
considers how the system losses are
applied at different times of the year.
Further, the United States Department of
Energy states that the expected life of
inverters are 10 years or more. However,
solar panel life expectancy is 25 years.
An extended warranty can be purchased
for the inverters or budgeting can allow
for the purchase of new equipment every
10 to 15 years. Also, note that the
balance of systems has an expected life
of 50 years or more.
Figure 5.1:

Solar Layout

Figure 5.2 is a Single Line Diagram that outlines the electrical strategy that will be used to
supply solar energy to the Microgrid.
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Figure 5.2:
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Single Line Diagram of Solar Farm for Poolesville

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the production of a 1 MW solar facility according to the US Department
of Energy PV Watts technology developed at NREL.

Figure 5.3:
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NREL PVWatts Design for Premium Panels using Dual-Axis Trackers

5.2 Storage, Diesel Generators and Microgrids
Net-metered solar facilities can produce enough energy such that the aggregate need is met by
the aggregate demand. The main problem with solar is that solar cannot reliably provide
generation at the time of need. Solar can meet up to 28% of a system’s need at the time that it
is needed. However, battery storage can help meet between 75 to 85% of a site's need.
Solar and storage cannot always bridge generation and needs because of cloud coverage, night
times, and other weather anomalies. Diesel generators can be used to balance needs and
energy generation up to 100%.
Microgrids are intelligent systems that are able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

disconnect loads (facilities that use electrical energy) from the grid,
send communications to inverters and battery management systems,
turn generators on and off, and
communicate with external sources of information to ensure generation and needs are
properly balanced.

If the grid was to go down, the microgrid disconnects itself from the grid and operates critical
loads in its stead. Further, microgrids are able to use external resources to optimize inverters
and the battery management systems. Lastly, the system decides when to turn on the generator
based on the level of battery storage, availability of solar, and the demand of the loads.
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6.0 Total Project Cost
The total cost of the project is estimated at $1.25 million for a 1 MW solar generator. Table 4
provides an itemization of how the capital will be deployed. Table 5 provides the sources to be
used to fund the project.

Table 4:

Uses of Capital

Bill of Materials
Generators
Microgrids
Panels
Inverters
Balance of Systems (BOS)
Labor
Engineering
Developer’s Fee
Admin
Total
Table 5:

$
$250,000
$50,000
$500,000
$150,000
$300,000
$100,000
$100,000
$50,000
$50,000
$1,550,000

Sources of Capital

Capital Stack
MD Grants (approved)
Tax Equity Investors
USDA REAP Grant
Debt: Green Bank Loan
Grand Total
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Watt Cents
.25
.05
.50
.15
.30
.10
.10
.05
.05
1.55

$
$440,000
$550,000
$160,000
$400,000
$1,550,000

7.0 Regulatory, Legal, and Strategic Barriers
Procurement of Long- Lead Time Equipment
The proposed strategy reduces lead-time risks for energy generation equipment. Given the risk
of an additional tariff on Chinese equipment, there are other strategic sources of equipment that
the team has generated.
The following chart lists other important pieces of equipment that may impact our timeline and
what our management plan to maintain the project’s timeline.
Equipment

Lead Time

Mitigation

Switchgear

Up to six months

Relationship status based on previous orders

Transformers

Three months

Relationship status based on previous orders

Inverter

Three months

Relationship status based on previous orders

Permits and Approvals
A development specialist will be assigned the task of filing and tracking all municipal permits, as
well as submitting paperwork to FERC, the public utility commission, and other regulatory bodies.
Further, the development specialist will be charged with filing and tracking the interconnection for
the facility.
Document Control
Records Management Policy (“RMP”) demonstrates that full and accurate records of all activities
and decisions of the team are created, managed and retained or disposed of appropriately, and
in accordance with relevant legislation. RMP will also meet its obligations for accountability while
ensuring that it protects the rights and interests of the municipality, the organization, its staff,
clients and the community.
All staff, contractors and consultants will comply with this policy, and associated Records
Management Procedures, in their conduct of official business. This policy applies to records in all
formats, including electronic records. Records are a vital asset to:
●
●
●
●
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facilitate information accessibility, and enhance business by supporting program
delivery, management and administration
deliver customer services in an efficient, fair and equitable manner
provide evidence of actions and decisions and precedents for future decision
making, and
will protect the rights and interests of the municipality and its clients and citizens.

The use of a number of standard and open-source file formats are endorsed. These formats have
been chosen to streamline the ongoing management of records and will be the only formats used
for the creation of records. Staff will create official records of all decisions and actions made in
the course of official business. This will include business transacted by telephone.
To promote the responsible creation of records, the capture of essential information and the
management of records over time, the following has been developed:
●
●

paper and electronic templates
a definition of recordkeeping requirements and business rules.

All records defined by the organization as important to create will be captured into the
recordkeeping systems so they can be managed appropriately. The information required to be
recorded about each record on capture is described in the Records Management Procedures.
Records will be placed in an official file. All official outgoing communications, including letters,
faxes, and e-mails will contain reference to the file number, as prompted in the templates. Further
information is available in the Records Management Procedures.
Project Administration (Risk Mitigation and Escalation Processes)

Impact

H

M
L

L

M

H

Probability
The senior management staff of our Team will use a Quantitative Risk Assessment Approach to
assess and manage the project risk. Both the impact and the probability of an occurrence will be
assessed on three levels – low, medium and high.
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Probability
●
●
●

High – Greater than <70%> probability of occurrence
Medium – Between <30%> and <70%> probability of occurrence
Low – Below <30%> probability of occurrence

Impact
●
●
●

High – Risk that has the potential to greatly impact project cost, project schedule
or performance
Medium – Risk that has the potential to slightly impact project cost, project
schedule or performance
Low – Risk that has relatively little impact on cost, schedule or performance

Risks that fall within the RED and YELLOW zones will have a risk response plan which includes
both a risk response strategy and a risk contingency plan.
Two development specialists will manage the overall schedule/ project management plan. Per the
critical path, the major risk elements are long-lead time to receive the transformers, power
electronics the inverters, as well as the time it takes the utility to provide permission to operate.
The schedulers will constantly manage the project management timeline to confirm timely delivery
within budget.
Other areas of concern include the risk of death or high injury of personnel. To reduce this risk,
electricians will be used when engaging with the power electronics. Furthermore, workers will be
trained on all safety protocols with weekly updates.
All staff members are responsible for risk assessment and reporting. As the issue moves from
yellow to red, the risk escalates throughout the senior management team wherein it is
appropriately addressed.
Quality Assurance Procedures
The commissioning and testing team (CTT) will double as the quality assurance inspectors. This
team will be composed of the most experienced solar workers. They have deep knowledge and
expertise on the overall system performance metrics that will be used, on all installation
procedures, measures used to verify equipment quality, methods to provide high quality
workmanship, and procedures required to commission. Site visits will be random and
unannounced. Each site will be visited at least twice. One long visit (three-hour inspection) and
one short visit (30 minute inspection). More inspections are possible as the project warrants.
More inspections will be provided at sites at the beginning wherein no commissioning or tests will
be scheduled. Build teams will use this time to learn from the CTT to ensure that their facility will
be commissioned. Due to the interconnectedness of all of the activities, each build team will
receive a success fee on each “no issue” commissioning.
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Safety Plans
Every Monday morning, all of the crews will meet at a central location wherein the weekly job plan
is shared and followed by a 15-minute safety meeting. Before all crews engage at the site, they
will go through ½ day safety training. All aspects of a safe installation will be discussed, including
activities to avoid and when to call a supervisor.
As experienced installation professionals, the elements of safety will be in accordance with OSHA
regulations and SEIA’s Safety Task Force recommendations. These elements include Safety
First, Safety Starting at the Top, A Culture of Safety, Training and Certifications, Safety Gear and
Hardware, Documentation and Recordkeeping, as well as Feedback and Constant Improvement.
Our safety policies and procedures are constructed from SEIA construction safety manuals and
onsite experience. Each staff member will receive the safety policies and procedures. To perform
work on site, the staff member will have to pass an online basic safety examine which will be
administered by computer program. These results will be stored, supporting staff achievement of
our safety standards.
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8.0 Proposed timeline

Milestones

Maximum Duration

Prelim Design and Load Analysis

1 month

Final Engineering drawings

2 months

Permits

3 months

Equipment procurement

6 months

Installation

2 months

Inspection, Approval, Energization

1 month

Total

20

15 months

APPENDIX
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Appendix 1: Organizational relationships and
management
Figure Appendix 1:

Organization Chart

Table Appendix 1:

Roles & Responsibilities

Person

Organization

Responsibilities

Wade Yost

Town of Poolesville

Point of Contact and Project Lead for Town of
Poolesville

Khalid Malik

Green Turnkey Inc

Lead Contractor for Poolesville Solar Microgrid.
Responsibilities include energy generation and
energy efficiency feasibility study and analyses

Khalid Malik

GEMM COMM

Subscriber Organization; Secure and provide
grants and offtakers

Reginald Parker

Optimal Tech

Oversee feasibility study; GAP analysis for
Engineering, Procurement, and Construction of
solar microgrid
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Appendix 2: Project Experience of GT/OTC
Table Appendix 1:
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Relevant Experience of the more than 6,000 Project Experience

Appendix 3: OTC Build Protocol
Design
OTC Delivers:
●
●
●
●
●

Complete Scope of Work
Project Schedule and Expectations
Tier 1 Quality Products and Workmanship
Cost and ROI Projections
10-year Workmanship Warranty

OTC's approach is to develop a system that will provide the best quality with the most power
production for the investment. Our creative and experienced engineering and construction team
will assess the details of the site before designing a system that specifically fits that location and
conditions of the area. This will support optimal performance of the system proposed. Following
approval, the team will bring the custom designed system to life utilizing the industry’s top rated
equipment.
Services include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Viability Studies
Site Work
Site-Specific Design
Construction
Permitting
Equipment Procurement
Engineering
Installation
Commissioning
Rooftop Systems
Ground Mounted Systems
Solar Carport Systems

Single Point of Contact: OTC is able to retain its position as a single point of contact for all solar
energy needs. OTC’s in-house team of experts strives to produce top-notch and innovative solar
designs by selecting components based on highest standards in reliability, extendibility and low
failure rates. OTC has the ability to deliver projects on-budget and on-time due to its immense
experience providing turnkey development and EPC services.
Bankability: A development contract is a complex undertaking that involves various agencies
and many integral components. OTC outshines other solar plant developers with its long history
in solar energy development, financing and strategic relationships building, and it being local to
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the District. The financing relationship has enabled OTC to secure financing and engage our
expertise to bring our solar farms online rapidly which have resulted in more than 200 solar
installations globally.
Monitoring: Complete with an easy-to-use web application interface, OTC's robust Monitoring
System can be integrated into any size solar installation. Multiple solar farms can be managed
through one dashboard interface to make data reporting easier. This allows for centralized,
reliable, and secure data management for solar power plants as well as other renewable energy
systems. Not only does this proprietary monitoring system track energy produced from each
installation, it also stores historical data which OTC can monitor from anywhere in the world.
Because of this immediate and responsive system, OTC’s engineers can make calculated
adjustments to further benefit customers and maximize energy production.
OTC's Monitoring System helps asset managers:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Manage Stock Inventory
Predict Future Costs
Trend Costs & Projections
Access Live Data
Generate O & M Work Orders
Create Detailed Reports
Access from Anywhere in the World

Operations & Maintenance: OTC is a bankable solution for the operation and maintenance of
solar energy generating plants.
The firms’ O&M Services:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Perform Energy Auditing
Perform Proper Maintenance
Manage Anomaly Alerts
Minimize Economic Losses from Outages
Audit Energy Production
Perform Corrective Maintenance
Fix & Warrant Inverters
Achieve Maximum Performance
Perform Asset Management
Power Production Guarantee
Perform Preventative Maintenance

OTC has the ability to track all of the indicators and parameters to optimize performance and to
carry out the required maintenance of each solar farm.
Solar Power Production Guarantee: The program guarantees specific monthly energy
production for solar energy generating systems under the operation and maintenance agreement.
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Should the photovoltaic system fail to meet OTC’s annual guaranteed power production levels,
OTC will compensate the solar farm owners for the difference between guaranteed and actual
energy generated annually.
Asset Management: The owner’s asset managers optimize ROI and retain long-term asset
value. The proposed structured approach provides predictable energy and reliable power over
the life of the solar power plant. OTC does this by completing the following actions:
●
●
●
●
●

Perform Energy Auditing
Analyze Real Time Analytics of the Site
Identifying Current and Future Problem Areas of the Site
Optimize Corrective Action
Provide Qualified and Certified Services

Manage Warranties and Incident Reports
Accommodating Ongoing Operations During Construction
Basic protocols to manage and maintain operations will be used during construction. These
management practices formulate distribution of resources based on procurement limitations, the
status of permits and approvals, and access to each specific site. The majority of the AC-related
electronics are special-ordered with the appropriately required lead time.
Strategic resourcing of personnel will help to accommodate ongoing operations. On inclement
weather days, the workers will train, put together module clips, and associated tasks. Additionally,
the workers' proficiency will increase with each installation which will improve the speed of the
next deployments. Lastly, the use of an experienced floating team will provide that each project
stays on its schedule and as a way to mentor the less experienced team.
Installation
Racking teams begin and work from the west and move to the east. Once the racking sections
are complete, panelization commences. Upon installation of the panels, the wiring team attaches
the panels and lays the conduit to the power electronics station.
Commissioning
An in-house procedure to commission sites will be used that takes into account manufacturer
installation and commissioning manuals, as well as record every single measure, dimension,
torque and electrical values needed to leave the site fully operational for the duration of the
contract. After the system is fully operational the commissioning report is delivered to clients for
their records. The report reflects all work and the power production guarantee. This step certifies
that our power production quote is accurate and that every component of the system is properly
installed.
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OTC understands that although solar energy provides many positive and unique benefits over
traditional energy generating facilities, it has a moral and ethical imperative to deliver facilities that
are sustainable and environmentally benign. Thus, our design concept includes these three major
elements and features:
●
●
●

Aesthetically pleasing and practical (see rendering)
Simplified in its maintenance and construction
Uses string monitoring to easily isolate and identify faulty panels and/or strings

Wiring: The low voltage wiring DC strings to output parallel boxes (CP), will run on the tray with
galvanized steel covers, located on the supporting structure of the PV modules to avoid direct
radiation and weather exposure. The final sections will be sealed at all times to prevent the entry
of rodents or other elements that could jeopardize the integrity of the installation.
At the end of each row, the cabling will be routed through metal conduits, to the pull out box, CN1.
Combiner boxes: The low voltage DC strings will be concentrated in combiner boxes to protect
each string and to collect them to feed the inverter. Tier 1 manufacturers shall be utilized.
The box has the function of grouping several series in one, concentrating up to a maximum of 24
sets per box, thus avoiding concentration of too many strings and the protection of each feeder.
There will also be a disconnect to isolate each string during service work and surge arresters for
lightning protection.
Protections: The facility will have the electrical protections necessary to provide for the safety of
personnel and to prevent damage to equipment in the event of system failure. The system will
have two main circuits, DC and AC. The following describes the protections in each of the circuits.
DC Circuit:
Circuit protection: the short circuit current of the photovoltaic generator is slightly above
operation, so that a short circuit condition is not problematic for this part of the circuit but
for the inverter can be, so we will install a DC fuse and proper gauge at each pole of the
PV array.
Overload Protection. The fuse will protect the circuit against overload. This is the type
gG and will have the additional function of facilitating maintenance.
Protection against direct and indirect contacts: The inverter has an output relay, in case
of failure in the insulation. This condition ensures that the fault current will be less than 30
mA, which marks the threshold electrical hazard to people. The inverter stops operating,
it will activate a visual alarm on the computer and disconnect the PV generator. It will give
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the inverter in the DC side, a current protection, that in case of detecting leakage current,
the circuit will protect against direct and indirect contacts.
Surge protection: integrated in the inverter. It will also have to be gained ground against
any surge that comes along.
Reverse polarity protection: integrated in the inverter.
AC circuit.
Overload and short circuit protection: the inverter has built-in safeguards against short
circuits and overloads. In addition, the table output of each solar field will install a type C
circuit breaker.
Imbalances in the network: there will be an automatic switch interconnect for connectiondisconnection operations of the facility in the event of voltage or frequency imbalances in
the network, with a relay interlock. This switch will also allow manual disconnection. This
system will be integrated in the inverter. Facilitate interconnection switch anti-islanding
protection, which prevents operation of the facility if it is not connected to the grid.
Outdoor lighting: LED spotlights may be used, 30 W each illuminating the inverter area.
The lighting system will be connected from the auxiliary services.
Grounding grid: The installation will be performed with a floating ground system. This
configuration is chosen to provide isolation of negative and positive isolation on the DC
side. Such grounding should be performed to minimize degradation of the panels and in
accordance with manufacturer guidelines.
On the low voltage side, the grounding configuration adopted is IT, associated with the
fact that they have no galvanic isolation transformer integrated in the inverter device. In
summary, we have the following grounding system:
There will be a ring around each solar field with bare copper wire. Crimped connections
will be made to provide a lasting connection.
Grounding every support structure in at least two endpoints resolved by interconnecting
network buried by the system is supported on the bottom bracket by placing it in a more
fastener flange and connected to the mains earth wire buried by isolated Cu, 0, 6/1 kV.
Binding to the Meshing is usually made by bonding Crimp. This will guarantee equipotential of the network at all times and in every one of the metal structures.
Combiner boxes Grounding: The CB grounding will be connected to the ground grid with
an insulated Cu cable 0.6 / 1 kV.
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Floating Grounding on the DC side: The inverter will have a ground isolation device
looking at the DC isolation of the negative and positive feeders stopping the inverter when
this isolation is below a safety threshold.
Equipment grounding in the power station (inverters, boxes, fittings, etc.): Through an
earth ground using bare copper wire a ground matrix will be created to keep the ground
value low throughout the installation and protect the equipment in case of bad weather
condition, short-circuit or isolation failure.
Inverters: OTC, with extensive experience in design and implementation of PV solar farms, is
proposing to install SMA inverters on the sites. Although SMA has manufacturers on three
continents, OTC has considered other options, should there be a shortage of this equipment.
Alternatives will be from other Tier 1 suppliers such as Solectria, Power Electronics, Advanced
Energy, JEMA, Greenpower and AEG. Inverters from these suppliers meet the standard of quality
required for the facilities. Inverter efficiency will be above 96% and maximum total harmonic
distortion will be less than 3%.
The inverter delivers a current with a main sinusoidal wave identical to the own electricity supply
company, and a power factor of very close to 1 in all conditions of operation. The section including
the technical characteristics of inverters supported the proposed implementation.
Transformers and cells: The site will associate a transformer which is connected to the
corresponding MT ring, and which will be located in the central part of each solar facility. It shall
utilize Tier 1 manufacturers such as Schneider Electric, General Electric and Siemens both for
processors and for protection cells.
Transformers will be placed on the site in precast concrete buildings. The power station (PS) will
rise the voltage to 10.5/11.5/23 kV using high voltage and medium voltage transformers. Each of
them has a voltage of 630 kVA. Integrated into the same building will be installed switchgear and
protection perfectly arranged in two separate dwellings, between the booths Transformation and
MT.
It also includes all elements necessary for complete installation, commissioning, bridges
interconnecting MV and LV, ground networks, internal and external transformer neutral, lighting
and power facilities, and security features, as well as a monitoring box, UPS, and air conditioning.
Medium Voltage Rings: One ring will be formed with an independent medium voltage
transformer connected in its path. Each of these rings is connected to the ST to download the
energy generated by the solar field to the grid. The rings start from the ST and each ring shall run
along each longitudinal ditches that cross the solar farm from north to south.
Ancillary Service: The system will be fed by the SSAA transformer located in the PS for this
purpose that will feed the power box. Each PS will have normal and emergency lighting. In
addition, each PS will have its own independent outputs associated with each of the generating
facilities: ventilation and data acquisition system.
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Ancillary services object of this power will be:
●
●
●
●
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Monitoring equipment.
Lighting inverters centers.
Air Conditioning Equipment and / or forced removal.
Take Offs

Appendix 4: Helioscope of Budd Road
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